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Minute taker

Jabber scribe?
This summary is only meant to point you in the right direction, and does not contain all the details. Exceptions may apply. The IETF’s IPR Policy is set forth in BCP 79; please read it carefully. The brief summary:

- By participating with the IETF, you agree to follow IETF processes and policies.
- If you are aware that any contribution (something written, said, or discussed in any IETF context) is covered by patents or patent applications, you must disclose that fact, or not participate in the discussion.
- You understand that meetings might be recorded or broadcast (audio or video), photographed, and publicly archived.

For further information, talk to a chair, ask an Area Director, or review the following:

- BCP 9 (on the Internet Standards Process)
- BCP 25 (on the Working Group processes)
- BCP 78 (on copyright in IETF documents)
- BCP 79 (on patents covering IETF documents)
IS-IS WG Draft Agenda IETF-94

- (3m) - Intro, Administrative, Document Status
  - Presenter: Chairs (Christian Hopps, Hannes Gredler)
- (11m) - Advertising L2 Bundle Member Link Attributes in IS-IS
  - Presenter: Les Ginsberg
- (7m) - RFC4971bis (IS-IS Extensions for Advertising Router Info)
  - Presenter: Les Ginsberg
- (11m) - IS-IS Minimum Remaining Lifetime
  - Presenter: Les Ginsberg
- (7m) - BIER support via ISIS
  - Presenter: Antoni Przygienda
- (7m) - IS-IS Extensions for Flow Specification
  - Presenter: Jianjie You
- (11m) - IS-IS Autoconf
  - Presenter: Bing Liu
- (7m) - IS-IS Point-to-Multipoint Operation
  - Presenter: David Lamparter
WG Docs In Flight

- Cleared WG LC
  - draft-ietf-isis-te-metric-extensions-07
  - draft-ietf-isis-pcr-02
- IPR Polling
  - draft-ietf-isis-node-admin-tag-02
  - draft-ietf-isis-prefix-attributes-01
- IESG Publication Requested
  - draft-ietf-isis-sbfd-discriminator-02
- IESG Evaluation
  - draft-ietf-isis-route-preference-02
• Updated WG-Docs
  • draft-ietf-isis-yang-isis-cfg-06
  • draft-ietf-bier-isis-extensions-01
  • draft-ietf-isis-mrt-01

• Existing WG-Docs
  • draft-ietf-isis-mpls-elc-00
  • draft-ietf-isis-segment-routing-extensions-05
New IDs

- draft-ginsberg-isis-remaining-lifetime-00
- draft-ginsberg-isis-rfc4971bis-00
- draft-chen-teas-rfc5316bis-00
- draft-wang-isis-bier-lite-extension-00
- draft-shen-isis-spine-leaf-ext-00
Updated IDs

- draft-you-isis-flowspec-extensions-02
- draft-chen-isis-ttz-03
- draft-xu-nvo3-isis-cp-01
- draft-baker-ipv6-isis-dst-src-routing-04
- draft-franke-isis-over-ipv6-01
- draft-lamparter-homenet-isis-profile-01
- draft-lamparter-isis-p2mp-01
- draft-liu-isis-auto-conf-06
Existing IDs

- draft-xu-isis-service-function-adv-03
- draft-xu-isis-encapsulation-cap-05
- draft-decraene-isis-lsp-lifetime-problem-statement-00
- draft-ginsberg-isis-l2bundles-00
Other New RFCs

- RFC 7645
  - The Keying and Authentication for Routing Protocol (KARP) IS-IS Security Analysis